City of Portland

Pedestrian Advisory Committee

AGENDA
December 20, 2016
6:00 – 8:00 PM
Portland Building, Broadway Room (9th Floor)

6:00-6:30: Greetings, Introductions, and Hot Topics
6:30-7:15: Growing Transit Communities (April Bertelsen, PBOT)
The Growing Transit Communities Plan is an effort to identify and prioritize the most beneficial
improvements that would make getting to the bus or walking and biking to places nearby, safer and more
convenient along sections of bus lines 87 (Airport Way), 77 (Halsey), and 20 (Outer Stark-Burnside). Over
the past year, the Plan underwent a robust needs analysis, criteria development and community
prioritization and is now nearly complete. Each of our study area corridors includes a list of projects
sorted into three proposed groups, or “tiers” based on the criteria for prioritization. Staff would like to
share the corridor project lists with the PAC, discuss how the Pedestrian Network Analysis was
implemented to contribute to the prioritization of projects, and gather feedback about our prioritization/
if folks think our tiers are correct. GTC Plan website:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/GTCplan
Key questions for the PAC:
 Does the PAC agree with the prioritization and the tiers?
 Are there any projects that we should consider moving among the tiers based on our criteria and
how it was applied?
 If we move a project, what else would we move as a trade-off and why?
 Staff would like to seek PAC endorsement and a letter of support
7:15-8:00 Pedestrian Master Plan Update (Michelle Marx, PBOT)
Michelle will review the proposed project approach, scope elements, and high-level project schedule for
the Pedestrian Master Plan Update for PAC comments. The scope will be finalized in January, and the
project is anticipated to kick off in Spring 2017. In addition to reviewing the general project scope, we will
discuss the project’s Public Involvement Plan, including options for how the PAC would like to be
integrated into the process.
Key questions for the PAC:
 Does the Committee have any feedback they’d like to offer on the general project
approach/scope elements (including anything we may be overlooking) before the scope is
finalized next month?
 Would like PAC input on how the Committee prefers to be involved in the process (will present a
few options and considerations for discussion).
To help ensure equal access to City programs, services and activities, the City of Portland will provide translation, reasonably modify
policies/procedures, and provide auxiliary aids/services/alternative formats to persons with disabilities. For accommodations,
translations, complaints, and additional information, contact the Civil Rights Title VI & ADA Title II Program by email
at title6complaints@portlandoregon.gov, by telephone (503) 823-2559, by City TTY 503-823-6868, or use Oregon Relay Service: 711.

